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and production industries have focused on large scale operating companies.

Although these companies each employ thousands of people, they are guided by
and maintain an emphasis on buying entire business units (i.e. buildings,

construction projects, etc.) rather than individual assets of various types. Although
the building, construction and production industries have traditionally focused on

large scale operating companies, the manufacturing industries have begun a trend
towards outsourcing. This trend is apparent in terms of both large scale

manufacturing and small scale manufacturing. Often, manufacturing companies
contract with outside parties to develop and produce specialized equipment, raw

materials, and/or finished goods. As a result, a large number of different companies
or corporations will often be involved in a single project. These companies will

typically perform their share of work under contracts that specify a set of
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extended v12 keygen only embrace deantjah.Electronic products as products for
consumption in daily life and leisure have been diversified and versatile with the

development of the electronic industry. In the process of product development, it is
usually required to apply electronic components to or assemble electronic

components to a substrate. Recently, to reduce the volume and weight of electronic
products and achieve a product with high performance, electrical connections

between the substrate and the electronic components are also under demand to be
designed in different and high-density manners. At present, wire bonding technology
has been widely applied in the field of packaging of various electronic devices such

as consumer electronic products, cellphones, tablet computers, and notebook
computers, and the like, because of its advantages such as fine-grained pitch and
good electrical connection. As the electronic industry is growing, more and more

electronic products are installed with BGA technology to reduce the packaging area,
and thus improve the integration density of the electronic products. During the

electronic components packaging process, the electronic components are usually
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heated to reduce the package size of the electronic components and achieve high-
density packaging. In this case, warpage may be easily occurred in a substrate that
is deformed due to the difference in coefficient of thermal expansion between the

substrate and the material of the electronic components, which in turn causes poor
bonding of the electronic components to the substrate, or even causes a wire-

bonding process failure, therefore, adversely affecting the reliability of the
packaging process. To solve the problem, existing methods include improving the

substrate material and designing a shape for the substrate, etc., however, the
improvement is limited
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